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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: March 23, 1956

FROM: V. Umbricht

SUBJECT: Proposed Austrian Loan

At a meeting in London on Monday, March 19, at the Claridges
Hotel with Messrs. Black, Ventimiglia, Miller, Karsten (Rotterdamsche
Bank), von Teufenstein (Austrian Ministry of Finance) and Umbricht
present, the possibility of a joint operation with the Dutch capital
market for Austria was discussed.

Dr. Karsten reiterated his Bank's willingness to launch a public
issue and explained that he had not yet asked for Mr. Holtrop's consent
to a public issue for Austria, but that he had approached Finance Minis-
ter van de Kieft whose reaction was encouraging. The consortium of
Dutch banks, however, was not in a position to commit itself to a public
issue before the result of the Austrian elections to be held on May 13
were known. Dr. Karsten mentioned that a possible Socialist landslide
might adversely affect the chances for a public issue in Holland and
cause a postponement of a public offering#

Mr. Black then explained the procedure for a joint operation and
stressed the advantages of such a transaction. The Bank would be happy
to see it come through and would wish to help to achieve it. He added
that he had already inquired from Mr. Holtrop via Mr. Lieftinck whether
the Dutch National Bank would allow a public issue for Austria. The
reply was however not very favorable.

It was then agreed that no further steps with Mr. Holtrop should
be taken for the time being. Dr. Karsten will explore first what the
best timing for some pressure by the Bank on Mr. Holtrop might be and
will then so inform Mr. Black.

Mr. Black asked Umbricht to clarify meanwhile with the Legal
Department in Washington whether the Bank could negotiate with the
Austrians in the second half of April or early May on the basis of
two loan contracts:

1. a Bank loan with a public issue and a loan without a public
issue, and

2. a loan now for say $30 million and a public issue in autumn
only, but in such a way that the latter would still be part
of the Bank loan to Austria.
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